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Analogies of The ONE (Extension). 

This file is extending into notes, (divine!) musings… 

‘Foreground/background.’ Oneness is the background. The appearance of 

separation is the foreground. The background and the foreground are One, but 

we can separate them out for an understanding… as if in appreciating ‘both 

realms’ (each realm ‘separately’) we can then put them back together and 

have a fuller understanding of our Nature… of Who We Are. (Ultimately, that 

One Consciousness which never split… but for the dream of separation). 

We could also see this in terms of ‘Context and content.’ Contents can be 

talked about, organised, arranged… but without Context, meaning is lost, 

obscured, apparently non-existent… and the contents have no Home. The 

Ultimate Context is Oneness. All the separate time-space organised (and 

disorganised!) events, situations, people, places, things, etc., are the contents. 

Identifying as separate beings, we are part of the landscape of contents. And 

yet, we have the innate potential to follow the thread of self (or Self) back 

Home to One. We are Coming Back Home, with our choice to do so (as 

separate beings)… within the Choiceless Awareness of The Whole of Love (‘The 

One’). 

Perhaps we can see the Context is like the undercurrent of Pure Being (another 

way of saying ‘The Whole’ or ‘The One’)… the Foundations… the backdrop 

upon which the passing forms appear and disappear, the arising and falling of 

contents, substance, events; transience happening amidst the background of 

Eternity. Impermanence happening in the ‘holding space’ of Permanence- The 

Spirit of Life that never dies. No matter whether the situational contents we 

may or may not identify with are ‘good’ or ‘bad,’ the Eternal spark of Life 

remains. 

Of course, most of us would like to live according to this (even if we are 

consciously unaware of it), because it is our Nature to assert who we are (or 

who we think we are at the time…) and work towards uncovering what is most 

true in us (and having that asserted…), with that informing our living in and 

amidst and as part of the ‘contents of life’ in our own direct experience. [As an 

aside… I don’t mean contents as a book analogy… but as a book analogy… one 

book, many pages. One Book of Life, many ‘contents’… or a lot of ‘content’… or 

a little!]. 
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We need balance… we walk in balance. The Balance of Health. If we are to 

remain balanced in this spiritual and embodied situation we find ourselves in 

called ‘life in the world’… we must not think we are contents without Context, 

or foreground impressions without Background. That would be tantamount to 

saying we are the parts of the Whole but the Whole does not exist! …which 

would be insanity! Equally, to deny the Show- the Play- the Dance of content 

and form in the foreground… is to miss the experiential nature of THE ONE 

DIVINE (in movement). It would be the missing of THE ONE in its opportunity to 

experience Itself. 

Sometimes we need Stillness, sometimes we need movement. Life is both… 

and One. (But Stillness comes first… movement second… Context, then 

content. The background has to exist for the foreground to be painted onto. 

But then yes, the background needs the foreground too… for the Whole 

Picture to come into definition). 

Breath. Inhale, exhale. The polarity… binary opposites. But there are spaces 

between breaths. Watch them and watch them expand. See that these spaces 

are where the breath comes from, and where it returns. These spaces… no- 

this SPACE- is where the breath is held… how the breath is held… again… the 

FOREVER PRESENT backdrop… underlying SPACE. What are you identifying 

with? The inhale? The exhale? The incoming life? The outgoing life? Coming 

back into Spirit? Going out in(to) the world? A bit of both? Or the total 

integration? Or, the Space- The Whole of Life Itself? Where do you place your 

‘you’? 

We could be identifying with one thing, another, both, or seeing it all as One. 

I’m not claiming we should be any particular way (other than attuned with 

ourselves- honesty working towards what we know deep down we need to 

work towards, and learning to appreciate life from the position we are… over 

and over again as that position shifts… and doing no harm… treating others as 

we would like to be treated…). Just stating that there are stages or states. 

Arising and falling breath is the content of Space. Presence is the backdrop, the 

dance happens in Presence. Presence is Now. 

The Space of ‘no thought’ is ‘Always On.’ I.e. the background is not 

binary/dualistic ‘on/off.’ AWARENESS ALWAYS JUST ‘IS.’ Always ‘ON,’ beyond 

on/off. The contents (may) arise and fall and exist in relationship to other 

contents, mutually defining (some closer on, some off… some more positively 

charged, some more negatively charged…), but that is not the ‘beyond all and 
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end all’ of life. Life Itself Truly, most High, is the ‘Always On’ Essence. Presence 

(whether you are present or not, PRESENCE ALWAYS IS). The Awareness that 

‘Just Is.’ Like a Pure Light that is always shining. 

In the experiential, relative world, the contents highlight, reflect, distort, or 

obscure (The One Pure Light). We may have a preference, but ultimately, these 

are all experiences of The One, and somehow necessary as such. Still, having 

free will (if we’re defining ourselves…) as content-beings… we choose what we 

want to choose and not what we don’t- rightfully so. But Higher than that 

level, we are Essential beings… Essential Being… Pure Light… Always On. 

So… Space of no thought, always ‘on,’ contains thought or no thought. Plus or 

minus, up or down. One or the other, or combinations of both… and 

combinations with other combinations in seemingly infinite forms of 

expression. Our fractionated fractional fractal nature- and THAT OF LIFE! Such 

is the nature of the human being… and the human being’s identification. Not 

to mention the world… 

Space of no thought, always ‘on,’ contains thought or no thought.  Knowing 

this (or not)… we have identification, and choice. We can identify with thought, 

thinking or believing our identity is a composite of thoughts… like a thought 

nexus… a knotted ball of complexity made a definite ‘me,’ or we can see 

through that identification and Be at Peace Knowing our True Nature is in the 

Still and Silent Space that holds all the messy complexity. (And this is not an 

avoidance… because we must, in the end, integrate it all… but then also, in the 

end, we are the Eternal Core more than any of the limited manifestations it 

chooses to emit). 

Wouldn’t it work to be relating to this as our Primary sense of Self? A shift 

from relative ‘me’ to Ultimate ‘I.’ From relative ‘you’ to Ultimate ‘I.’ From 

everything and everywhere and all the contents… to/as The One. This is 

WHO/WHAT WE ARE! 

But not everyone can see this. And you will, inevitably, relate to the truth as 

you see it. Whether you see it beautifully, or haphazardly. (For this is all the 

Journey of Consciousness Seeing… as it sees… at the various different stages it 

is at… it sees at). And that’s fine, because not seeing it produces certain actions 
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and ways of living that are necessary for a time (like building a personality, or a 

civilisation…)… even if ultimately we dissolve back into the Formless. 

After all, if we are here in form- if this is where we find ourselves- we have 

work to do here. We are here in a world- if this is where we find ourselves- we 

have work to do here. (And it is where we ‘find’ ourselves… our Self…). 

Wherever we find ourselves… we have work to do (here). Whatever the mode 

of our Consciousness, this is where we operate- and really, where we must 

operate… because we can’t work or operate or exist ‘anywhere else’ and still 

remain truthful to ourselves (for that would be distraction, diversion, misuse of 

the direct gift of life). We’ve got to be as we are. But really… how are you? 

Because we’ve really got to look closely… observe through the layers. To see 

accurately, and live accordingly. Harmoniously with the depths and heights of 

Truth. 

And this is what is(,) meant by choice. You can only make the choice to align 

with the One if you have it in your consciousness to align with. Otherwise, 

there’s nothing to relate to and it’s just an abstraction. So we can’t ‘identify’ 

with what we don’t know… and if we do, it’s a false identification, untrue to 

the directness of your own being. And this life is all about the directness of 

your own being. It has to be. Because it is ‘all about’ THE DIRECTNESS OF 

BEING. The PRESENCE for you to feel here and now… however you feel it… 

whether focused here and now, or scattered elsewhere. And the direct 

consequences thereof. 

Of course, identifying with ESSENTIAL PRESENCE is ‘coming home’ more deeply 

then identifying with any of its manifest outpourings… but if all you know is the 

manifest outpourings, that’s all you’ve got to identify with… to align your 

being’s experience with… and the shifting representations, contents, 

foreground arising and fallings is all you have available to you in your own 

personal arena of choice. This is why it’s so crucial for us to expand our 

awareness to see. With greater seeing and more far-reaching sight, greater 

choice and chosen way… within and of… This Love that is ULTIMATE TOTAL 

EXISTENCE- the vast depth, breadth and Height(s) of our Being available to us 

when we SEE.  
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Anyways, what I wanted to say just now… what needed to be said… was that 

even if we know identity is transitory and changeable and constructed… we 

still believe it- we still believe that ‘we’- are somehow fixed. We might be 

aware that what we call ‘self’ is largely an imagining. That matter is energy, 

and all that. But we still tend to believe in our solid identity… and operate in 

that separative mode (whether separately fighting… or separately cooperating- 

telling our own ‘true’ and false story/ies). Otherwise how could we go to the 

same job, live by the same name, have the same friends…? 

Clearly, a certain appropriation of ‘fixedness’ is necessary and normal. But 

knowing the fleeting and fluid nature of manifest experience- of the time-

space relative world- wouldn’t it make sense to take it more loosely… or more 

Lightly? Certainly, Knowing The One… knowing something Greater than just 

‘the effect’ or outpouring of that One (I.e. Knowing the Undisputable Truth of 

Essential Life, before and beyond knowing just the disputable facts we form a 

sense of self out of… Knowing The One, wouldn’t it make sense to see 

ourselves more as an experience than a solely fixed entity? Wouldn’t it make 

sense to see ourselves as an experience of The One? An experience that 

Oneness is having? Or a ‘thought of that One… or even a ‘thought of God 

within the Mind of God’? 

Each one of us, an experience that Oneness is having… each one of us (single 

form and limited mind-identified being)… more than solidifying the experience 

into a thing we give a name and then think we understand (although nothing 

wrong with naming… again, so long as we don’t lose the Reality to the name… 

don’t lose the Reality to the symbol of it. For the symbol, the representation, 

the versions… are all ‘in service to’…)? 

And yes, my words of Oneness are just words… they are not Oneness. Are 

they? Even though they’re ‘about’ Oneness… and could potentially take you 

into an experience of it, if magically crafted, or divinely inspired, or simply just 

well put. I suppose it depends how they are being read. BEING READ! They 

hopefully point to Oneness… but the words are not sacrosanct- well, they are, 

they are divine (when married with the Whole)… but of their own accord they 

can only point (from and to… to and from)…  
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The Oneness I talk about is not rooted to the words I use to describe it. Words 

(among other things) may be its temporary rootings, but it remains Eternally 

Free. There are many ways to talk about This One, but none really nail it… it is 

the felt sense that comes with these words or any others that take you to the 

same felt space… this felt space of Consciousness Alive to Itself is where 

Oneness is. Where Life Is. Really Itself. Your Self. One. 

Ultimate Consciousness, known with the limited being… and so limited being 

transcended… since if three limited separate beings (for example) are 

experiencing the same Ultimate, they are all that same Ultimate… they are no 

longer limited and separate… no longer held apart by what separates them, 

but what differentiates them (although they might be if they were in a 

different ‘space,’ a different mind-set/ set-mind…) they are that Ultimate (in 

terms of that Deeper Self activated and alive in them and their interaction). 

Indeed… we MOST TRULY ARE the Ultimate that we are an experience of. 

(Unless we are not… and then again… that comes back to the relative free-will 

of what we are consciously (or unconsciously! Make it conscious!) identifying 

with… (not) choosing to identify with… and that- as we have seen- depends on 

the breadth and depth and extent of Awareness available to you, that you are 

able to access and choose by). 

We choose by THE LIGHT OF THE ONE. Everything we do is done in relation to 

this Light. Close to it, away from it… aware of it or not. 

We are an experience of Oneness/Consciousness/The Divine. And we are THIS 

DIVINE. We are not just the relative being… we are not just the relative 

experience… we are not just the relative experience of the Ultimate… we are… 

THE ULTIMATE ITSELF. And this is no grandiose imagining (although it could 

be… if the state of your own consciousness does not match up to the words… if 

the ‘Essence’ is not the Essence, but merely an appropriation/aggregation of 

symbols taken as such… and if you blindly believe what you hear on a level less 

than THE TOTALITY OF YOUR OWN BEING… which is the TOTALITY OF 

CONSCIOUSNESS you are coming towards). 

Each person in the world is a unique expression of Oneness. (Existing in a 

particular way, at a particular closeness or distance from this ULTIMATE TRUTH 
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OF BEING). Call it ‘the Higher Essence of Life.’ Can we step up and into this to 

make (let, allow… ha! But it takes effort! Ha! Until it doesn’t anymore…) all our 

actions and interactions, relations and relationships, serve this? 

And so it’s a shift from little-self-focused ‘me, me, me,’ to broader Self-

focused. From the particular, to the Universal. The particular expression, to the 

Universal Essence. Kind of shifting the sights on what it is we are really 

serving… (through knowing what it is WE TRULY ARE, I suppose…)… what we 

are really supposed to be serving… and really supposed to do. 

Knowing that serving the Whole is (when it comes down to it…) serving the 

individual (beyond just biased limitations and limited projections- but the 

individual as a situational entity nested within the Whole- and so the wider 

Essential Spiritual need- but also, by extension, mental, emotional, physical 

need(s)…) …and truly serving the individual is serving the Whole. This is the 

healed psyche of the individual consciousness, and the Healing of The Whole. 

THE HEALING OF THE WHOLE.  

Language (relative symbology) limits, and allows. It is too constrained to 

adequately describe the Ultimate. And it allows us to share (with others 

running on the same language ‘program’) our thoughts, feeling, ideas. It is a 

beautiful thing. It is a tool of time and space. Time and space are tools of The 

Divine One. Tools are nothing without their master. THIS SPACE OF PRESENCE. 

You are the master of The One. Self Mastery is the integration of the tool with 

the Essence… the symbol with the symbolised (you could say that we are 

symbols of The One in its Understanding of Itself… which is this whole mad 

process of Life!) and the integration of Oneness with Oneness… Oneness with 

Itself… The Ultimate with the Ultimate… Essence with Essence… Love. 

Oneness is a blank canvas, upon which, strokes appear. It is a still lake, from 

which bubbles form and appear on surface. (Loathed to use a technological 

example, but may appeal to techno-heads…). It is a blank screen upon which 

pixels come into existence, and create pictures (or the pictures are created… if 

you want to lessen the agency of the pixels in favour of The One Movement of 

the Whole), at the behest of the original programmer, the Original Creator, 

which is the Natural Intelligence of Life. 
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We need the screen, and we need the pictures(s). Or else we have only 

backdrop… or only apparitions. Backdrop requires a play to hold… or at least 

enjoys it… and to be fully alive in Spirit Soul and being, pictures need a 

backdrop upon which to define themselves. Indeed, this is really what is 

defining them as they are ‘defining themselves.’ Meaning and purpose is to be 

found here. Feeling this quality of Ultimate Love and support (and we can work 

towards it through our relative endeavours to meet it… which is to align 

ourselves with OUR SELF… and OUR SELF with ourselves… letting ‘It’ meet ‘us’). 

Like explores from eternally present blank space, forming forms, sustaining 

them, dissolving them, and back to eternally present blank space. Life explores 

from still centre to movement edges and back again. 

Oneness big bang or blank screen emergence. You could see it as an Eternally 

Present canvas, lake, screen… or you could see it as all emerging from nothing 

in a kind of big bang scenario… the Universe expanding out into the unknown… 

and into the knowledge of itself in the process of coming to… and coming back 

in to meet… none other than Itself… its True Nature. And constant cycles of 

this One Love, expanding, contracting, birthing and dying… Eternally Present, 

Always On, Love! 

Separation is something to overcome, until it is seen as a function of Love. 

(Then, it is something to enjoy). And the shift? Your own PERCEPTION. The 

apparent separation is necessary… It is how Love plays. Without it, Nothing 

happening. No fragmented learning. But maybe none needed… In Healed 

Consciousness… 

ETERNALY WE ARE. (Relatively, perhaps not…!). We see as we are. Life is 

happening. We can see life as fight or cooperation. Both are true. It’s how we 

look at it. ALL THIS(,) RESTS ON YOUR OWN CONSCIOUSNESS. 

And all the walls could come down… but what life would you have then…? Just 

THIS VAST SPACE, and no body (and nobody) to manoeuvre it with… no 

inside/outside divide… no relative ‘here’ and ‘there’ to walk to and fro(m). So 

be wary of wanting to tear it all down. Heal yourself first. Always, heal yourself 

first. THIS IS THE ONE JOURNEY OF SELF anyway. Perhaps many structures are 
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fine… we just need to spiritualise them in their operation, through our own 

state of being, individually and collectively. 

Sure, LOVE HAS NO BORDERS. But sometimes it wants them. And I’m not 

talking animosity here. Far from it. I’m talking about the opportunity to 

experience. To journey to different cultures, for example. Difference is great! It 

is a realm of exploration! It is LOVE’S realm of exploration… ULTIMATE LOVE’S 

REALM OF EXPLORATION. So let’s give LOVE something good to explore! With 

no borders, there’s no separation… no difference, no experience (Nothing but 

‘the same’… which is ok if we’re talking about Unmanifest Spiritual Essence, 

but hellish if we’re talking manifest world experience- KNOW THE ONE AND 

see the difference!). This duality is the realm of these things!- difference, 

separation, experience. This is Beautiful! Yes, know Ultimate Love has no 

borders or boundaries… but know that relative Love does… in order to exist!- 

and it is the consort of Ultimate Love… The companion of THE ONE. 

So to say it again- LOVE HAS NO BORDERS. …Unless it wants to have (pictures 

forming? Bubbles arising…? None of this is possible without the ‘border’ 

between picture and canvas… bubble and the water it is in… pixel and screen)! 

Be careful here, Love! 

And again, LOVE HAS NO BORDERS (it’s a very fashionable thing to say)… 

Unless it wants to, for the Play. [And we must not remove this possibility… for 

this possibility is a function of Love. It is Love’s Play, Love’s Dance… Love’s love 

…and Love’s Love! 

ETERNALLY IN YOUR AWARENESS, HERE NOW. 

~Nathan Godolphin 

04/02/18. 

 


